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 Executive Summary 

Armand-Iskak v Attorney-General of New South Wales (NSWCA) - administrative law -
criminal law - ’attempting to choke with intent to commit an indictable offence’ - applicant,
under s78 Crimes (Appeal and Review) Act 2001 (NSW), sought ’inquiry into his conviction and
sentence’ - Bellew J dismissed application - applicant sought judicial review - summons
dismissed

Brockie v R (NSWCCA) - criminal law - 'sexual intercourse without consent' - applicant sought
to appeal against conviction and sentence - leave to appeal refused

Castagna v R; Agius v R (NSWCCA) - criminal law - conspiring to defraud the Commonwealth
- dishonestly causing Commonwealth loss - dealing with proceeds of crime - appellants
appealed against conviction - appeals allowed - verdicts quashed - appellants acquitted

Commissioner of the Australian Federal Police v Fu (WASC) - criminal law - proceeds of
crime - applicant, under s49 Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (Cth), sought forfeiture order -
forfeiture order granted

Allen v Tasmania (TASCCA) - criminal law - manslaughter - appeal against sentence on
ground sentence was manifestly excessive - appeal dismissed
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Armand-Iskak v Attorney-General of New South Wales [2019] NSWCA 145
Court of Appeal of New South Wales
Basten, Macfarlan & White JJA
Administrative law - criminal law - applicant convicted of ’attempting to choke with intent to
commit an indictable offence, namely indecent assault’ - applicant sentenced to 9 years and 4
months’ in prison with 7-year non-parole period - Court of Criminal Appeal refused applicant
leave to appeal against conviction and sentence - applicant, under s78 Crimes (Appeal and
Review) Act 2001 (NSW), sought ’inquiry into his conviction and sentence’ - Bellew J
dismissed application - applicant sought judicial review of Bellew J’s decision - held: no error in
Bellew J’s decision - summons dismissed.
View Decision

Brockie v R [2019] NSWCCA 120
Court of Criminal Appeal of New South Wales
Johnson J, R A Hulme & Wright JJ
Criminal law - applicant found guilty of 'two offences of having sexual intercourse without
consent' - applicant sentenced to 4 years in prison on first count and 6 years in prison on
second count - applicant sentenced to 'overall sentence' of 7 years in prison with 4 years non-
parole - applicant sought to appeal against conviction and sentence - whether Crown
Prosecutor improperly invited jury to treat complainant's evidence 'differently to an adult witness
because of her "disabilities"' where 'no evidence' complainant had 'intellectual disabilities' -
whether erroneous factual findings - whether judge erroneously took into account 'that
complainant was cognitively impaired and vulnerable person' - whether denial of procedural
fairness - held: leave to appeal refused.
View Decision

Castagna v R; Agius v R [2019] NSWCCA 114
Court of Criminal Appeal of New South Wales
Bathurst CJ; Macfarlan & Gleeson JJA
Criminal law - income tax - appellants found guilty of conspiring to defraud the Commonwealth,
dishonestly causing Commonwealth loss (counts 1 and 2) and dealing with proceeds of crime
(count 13) - appellants appealed - in relation to counts 1 and 2, appellants contended trial judge
erred in directions to jury concerning approach to ’question of derivation of ordinary income’, in
refusing ’application for a verdict by direction’, and in declining application to discharge jury
after Crown prosecutor ’raised the appellant’s bad character’ - appellant also contended that
verdicts on defrauding or dishonestly causing Commonwealth loss were unreasonable and
could not be supported with regard to evidence - in relation count 13, appellants contended trial
judge erred in directions to jury and that verdict was unreasonable and could not be supported
with regard to evidence - whether amounts were "assessable income" - held: appeals allowed -
verdicts quashed - appellants acquitted.
View Decision
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Commissioner of the Australian Federal Police v Fu[2019] WASC 204
Supreme Court of Western Australia
Smith J
Criminal law - proceeds of crime - applicant, under s49 Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (Cth)
(Proceeds of Crime Act), sought forfeiture order - whether proof of 'matters necessary to
establish' grounds for order - whether Court satisfied conditions in s49(1) Proceeds of Crime Act
established - whether any basis for refusal of order - public interest - held: forfeiture order
granted.
Commissioner of the Australian Federal Police

Allen v Tasmania [2019] TASCCA 7
Court of Criminal Appeal of Tasmania
Blow CJ, Geason J & Martin AJ
Criminal law - appellant found guilty of manslaughter - applicant sentenced to 8 years in prison
with 5-year non-parole period - appellant contended sentence was manifestly excessive -
whether error by sentencing judge - whether sentence "unreasonable or plainly unjust" - held:
appeal against sentence dismissed.
Allen
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 The Snow-Storm
By: Ralph Waldo Emerson
Announced by all the trumpets of the sky,
Arrives the snow, and, driving o'er the fields,
Seems nowhere to alight: the whited air
Hides hills and woods, the river, and the heaven,
And veils the farm-house at the garden's end.
The sled and traveller stopped, the courier's feet
Delayed, all friends shut out, the housemates sit
Around the radiant fireplace, enclosed
In a tumultuous privacy of storm.
 
Come see the north wind's masonry.
Out of an unseen quarry evermore
Furnished with tile, the fierce artificer
Curves his white bastions with projected roof
Round every windward stake, or tree, or door.
Speeding, the myriad-handed, his wild work
So fanciful, so savage, nought cares he
For number or proportion. Mockingly,
On coop or kennel he hangs Parian wreaths;
A swan-like form invests the hidden thorn;
Fills up the farmer's lane from wall to wall,
Maugre the farmer's sighs; and, at the gate,
A tapering turret overtops the work.
And when his hours are numbered, and the world
Is all his own, retiring, as he were not,
Leaves, when the sun appears, astonished Art
To mimic in slow structures, stone by stone,
Built in an age, the mad wind's night-work,
The frolic architecture of the snow.
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ralph_Waldo_Emerson
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